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,ith Universities from other cou(ltries, against the Greek Constitution which reserves
xclusively to the state the right to provide higher education. According to the article,
le Greek Government lias to set a clear policy to that end. If the Greek Government has
le view that these enterprises arEi functioning on an illegal basis, then it has to take away
reir licences. If, on the contrary, the Government considers the functioning of these Em
!rprises as legal, then it should establish a system of accreditation for them.
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ABSIIlACI

From the introduction of the higher learning in 1636 to the present, the evolution of the
public-private configuration has been shaped by myriad internal and external forces that,
over time, have provided both opportunities and challenges to the American agenda of
providing access to and excellence in colleges and universities. Along with tracing the
history of the configuration, this article explores three popular myths and invites the
reader to (r'e)interpret its meanings and effects.

Introduction
Looking at the expansive and thriving assortment of colleges and uni
versities in the United States today, one might presume that this confi
guration is the outcome of some grand design crafted by governmental
leaders of past generations. Quite the opposite is the case. The story of
the Anieriam postsecondary education system is more cacophonous than
orchestral. Beginning with the colonial colleges, the higher learning in
America has been influenced more by the aspirations of local leaders
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and communities than by any form of regional or national coordination,
governmental or otherwise. Still, there have been significant external
influences that, on balance, have fueled the diversity of the configura
tion more than they have advanced uniformity.
The public-private configuration of American postsecondary educa
tion has been both a contributor to and a product of diverse influences.
Shaped by a confluence of individual voices, social forces and jurispru
dence throughout the last three and a half centuries, the enduring co
existence of state and non-state postsecondary education has fostered
excellence by providing useful tensions and points for reflection and
scrutiny. As this story continues to unfold, we must continue to be
mindful of the elements of difference and sameness that this public
private configuration has relied upon so that ideas and practices regar
ding higher learning can be preserved, reconsidered and advanced for
future generations.

first institutions of postsecondary education were blurry at best. It was
not until the early part of the nineteenth century that the distinction
between public and private would be crystallized.
In 1817, the state of New Hampshire attempted to take over the go
vernance and administration of Dartmouth College. The Trustees of
Dartmouth College responded by asserting its status as an autonomous
corporation (Dartmouth was founded by way of a charter from King
George III) which should be free from governmental intrusion. In 1819,
the United States Supreme Court ultimately agreed with that assertion
and thus set the trajectory for the public-private configuration of Ame
rican colleges and universities, at least in the legal-bureaucratic sense.
According to the historian Frederick Rudolph, "the Dartmouth College
decision put on the way toward clarification the distinction between
private and public institutions, a distinction that had not been made nor
required a half century before. Although serving a public purpose,
Dartmouth, said the Court, was essentially an expression of private
philanthropy" (1990:210).
This is not to say that institutions not founded through state govern
mental action (i.e., via a provision in a state constitution or a piece of
legislation) have been wholly free from governmental involvement. The
norm, however, has persisted in the spirit of the Dartmouth case. Fur
ther, the public-private distinction set the course for more far-reaching
legal implications. "In addition to these differences in regulatory pat
terns, the law makes a second and more pervasive distinction between
public and private institutions: public institutions and their officers are
fully subject to the constraints of the federal Constitution. whereas pri
vate institutions and their officers are not" (Kaplin and Lee, 1995:46).
Unpacking what this distinction has meant would be a task far too com
plex in this current undertaking, but it is sufficient to say that while this
differential application of Constitutional law has substantially influenced
certain elements of organizational and student life at colleges and uni
versities, the core elements of what it means to be an institution of hi
gher learning have not been dismantled due to public or private deSig
nations.
The lack of a specific provision for postsecondary education in the
U.S. Constitution has certainly been a major factor in the ability of the
public-private configuration to flourish. Arguably, the closest the U.S.
government has come to being directly responsible for the creation of
any college or university was with the Morrill Land Grant Acts of 1862

Emergence of the public-private configuration
Though the early colonial colleges were built in the image of England's
Oxford, the funding and governance structures supporting higher lear
ning took on decidedly different forms from the outset. Only loosely
united by a delicately organized central government, pre-revolutionary
American colonies founded their own colleges as resources for and sym
bols of their independent identities (e.g., Massachusetts's Harvard Col
lege in 1636, Virginia's College of William and Mary in 1693, Connect
icut's Collegiate School/Yale in 1700. The remaining six of the "colonial
nine" followed over the next seven decades with New Hampshire's Dart
mouth College in 1769 completing the esteemed group, with each seeing
itself as a principal institution in its own right. The colonial colleges
were neither public nor private institutions, at least by today's defini
tions. The colonial colleges were founded by way of colonial legislation
or royal charter, with funds and lands allocated by municipalities and
families alike, and directly affiliated with, inspired by, or in spite of
organized faith. In the 1780s, the same decade as the establishment of
the U.S. as an independent nation. a small number of postsecondary
education institutions were founded by the states, but "these first so
called state institutions were more nearly private than public" (Brubacher
and Rudy. 1976:145). Thus the public-private dimensions of America's
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and 1890. Through granting to the states allotments of federal land, which
could in tum be sold for the sake of generating revenue to be directed
at establishing state colleges, over 70 postsecondary institutions were
created, including several of the nation's most prestigious public uni
versities and university systems (e.g., the University of California sy
stem, The Ohio State University, Pennsylvania State University). The land
grant colleges played an important role in the evolution of the pUblic
private configuration of American postsecondary education in many ways,
not least of which being that they have provided affordable access to
higher learning for millions of students throughout the past century.
That the Morrill Acts deferred authority for postsecondary education
to the states followed the deeply-rooted spirit of federalism demonstra
ted throughout American history. Had any of the multiple efforts to
establish a national university at the seat of government in Washington,
D.C. been successful, particularly in the early years of the country when
George Washington and several of his immediate successors supported
a "University of the United States", the public-private configuration of
American postsecondary education would likely look much different.
Though some institutions may lay claim to being at the center of the
higher learning universe in the U.S., no college or university -public or
private- can legitimately operate with such authority.
Further significant influences in the evolution of the public-private
configuration may be attributed to the sheer growth in the number of
postsecondary institutions throughout the twentieth century, particu
larly state universities and community colleges. Given the stage set by
the Morrill Acts and a populace developing stronger affinities for more
practical forms of study, states withdrew their financial support of the
private colleges and their more classical curricula in favor of the secular
and utilitarian state colleges and universities. Indeed, by the second
quarter of the twentieth century, "the day of public support had ended,
the private college had emerged" (Rudolph, 1990:189). Advancing the
value of broad access to higher learning first put forth by the state uni
versities, public 2-year community colleges emerged on the American
postsecondary landscape in 1901 and grew in number at an unparal
leled pace. According to the American Association of Community Col- .
leges (http://www.aacc.nche.edu/).by1910 there were 25 community
colleges in the U.S. and by 1960 that number reached 412. Between 1961
and 1970 alone, the number of community colleges more than doubled,
and continues to grow to this day. For the public-private configuration
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of American postsecondary education, the widespread emergence of state
supported colleges and universities concurrent with an already strong
and growing non -state sector gave each something to aspire to and push
against as they developed their respective identities.
Finally, one cannot recount the factors involved in the development
of the public-private configuration of American postsecondary educa
tion without noting the Higher Education Act of 1965, the legislation by
the U.S. Congress which included authorization for federal financial aid
programs providing grants and guaranteed loans directly to students
for use at public or private institutions. Had federal financial aid to
students been restricted to either the public or the private sector exclu
Sively (more conceivably the former), the public-private configuration
would have been dealt a serious blow. Instead, this governmental action
affirmed the value of both institutional types, enhanced the competi
tiveness of the market, and contributed a great deal to the vitality and
strength of the public-private configuration of postsecondary education
in the U.S. today.

Contemporary portrait of public and private postsecondary education in
the U.S.
To provide an understanding of the public-private configuration of Ame
rican postsecondary education, it is useful to do so through both
descriptive and interpretive means. Describing American postsecond
ary education by the numbers is a helpful way to understand the size,
scope and diverSity of this collection of institutions. An examination of
how these institutions identify themselves and how others identify them
contributes to a more in depth appreciation of what they mean to the
individuals and society who are its members and constituents.

By the numbers
According to the most recent publication of the annual Almanac of Hi
gher Education, across the 3300-plus non-profit colleges and universities
in the U.S., there is a near even split between public and private insti
tutions, with the number of public institutions (1712) slightlyoutnum
bering private institutions (1665). With the exception just over 100 two
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year/sub-baccalaureate institutions, private colleges and universities offer
the baccalaureate degree or higher. In contrast, public two-year institu- .
tions -a very diverse constellation of institutions offering a wide range
of continuing, technical, vocational, college/university transfer, and in
creasingly, baccalaureate and post-baccalaureate programs- make up the
majority (approximately 63%) of postsecondary institutions in the pub
lic sector.
Despite being fewer in number than public two-year institutions as
well as private four-year institutions, public four-year colleges and uni
versities enroll the greatest number of students. According to the Alma
nac, of the nearly 16 million students enrolled at non-profit institutions
of postsecondary education in the U.s., 39 percent attend public four
year colleges and universities and 37 percent attend public two-year
institutions. Although there are nearly 'as many private colleges and
universities as there are public, they serve a proportionately fewer num
ber of students with just under 25 percent of the total national enroll
ment.
In addition to numbers of students and institution types, one other
figure is worth noting: $250 billion. To put it simply, postsecondary
education has grown to be a powerful industry in the U.S. with annual
funds and revenues across the whole configuration now adding up to
over one quarter of a trillion dollars. The operating budgets of several
of the nation's largest research universities are over $1 billion alone, a
major factor in the relatively recent phenomenon of college and univer
sity presidents being likened more to a chief executive officer of a
corporation than a first among equals. Public and private institutions
alike contribute to this growing industry, though their sources of fund
ing differ, particularly with respect to state appropriations and student
tuition. In the year 2001, for example, state appropriations accounted
for approximately 31 percent of public four-year institutions' total fund
ing but less than 1 percent of that of private four-year institutions. In
the same year, student tuition and fees accounted for 17 percent of the
funding for public four-year institutions and 38 percent for private four
year institutions. Continuing with the comparisons of four-year private
and public colleges and universities, the average cost of tuition and fees
at public four-year institutions was $5,132 for public and $20,082 for
private. With other costs of postsecondary education (e.g., food, trans
portation, books) being relatively constant between public and private
institutions, the total cost of attending a public four-year institution is
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approximately one-half the cost of attending a private four-year institu
tion.
Identity and Meaning: "Public" and "Private" in Personal and Social
Spheres
What does it mean to be educated? This simple and compelling, yet elu
sive, question has been a driving force of research and inquiry, public
deliberation and action, and personal decision making alike for as long
as the idea of higher learning has been in existence. Given the current
predominance of both public and private institutions of postsecondary
education in the U.S., the question of what it means to be publicly or
privately educated adds a layer of meaning and interpretation which can
be both fruitful and vexing. The distinctions between public and private
in the U.S. can be found in both social and personal spheres.
If one were to access any comprehensive list or directory of Ameri
can postsecondary education institutions, it would invariably include an
institution's status as public or private as a distinguishing characteri
stic. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching pro
duces what is arguably the most recognized classification scheme within
the academy. The "Carnegie classification system", as it is commonly
called, is a typology of colleges and universities organized primarily by
institutional size and function (e.g., doctorate-granting institutions, mas
ter's colleges and universities, baccalaureate colleges, associate's colleg
es). Within each main category, the institutions are then further delin
eated as public or private. Another influential typology of sorts is pub
lished by U.S. News & World Report, a weekly newsmagazine which has
become notorious for its annual rankings of colleges and universities. If
the Carnegie classification system is most popular within the academy,
the U.S. News" America's Best Colleges" and" America's Best Graduate
Schools" issues are most popular outside the academy (not to mention
of great interest to academics, though their evaluations of the magazine
appear to be influenced somewhat by its evaluation of them). U.S. News
collects information on a variety of indicators of quality (e.g., acceptance
rates, average test scores, research funding, peer assessment), builds
composite scores, and ranks institutions by overall type (similar to the
Carnegie types), specialization, etc., with institutions designated as public
or private within each listing.
But what do the differences mean? If the distinctions between public
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and private postsecondary education had only to do with legal-bureau
cratic foundations, the words "public" and "private" wouldn't be so
commonly used. The idea of public and the idea of private and the dif
ferences between the ideas matter - to institutions of postsecondary e
:iucation, their students, and society writ large.
Curiously, and perhaps indicative of a common belief system or ste
reotypes, several of the U.S.News ranking categories include a "top
;chools" category (inclusive of public and private institutions) and a "top
,ublics" category. Granted, few public institutions crack the magazine's
:op tier in the general categories, but this distinction made by U.S. News
lluminates how "public" and "private" serve as proxies for quality in
•ocial spheres. Further, institutions of higher education themselves are
lot exempt from employing such rhetorical catchphrases. For example,
'he College of William and Mary and Rutgers, the only two institutions
tmong the "colonial nine" which emerged as public rather than private
nstitutions, embrace their designation as "public ivy" institutions (i.e.,
!lite private education at a public school price).
The meanings of public and private postsecondary education found
n the social sphere have a symbiotic relationship with personal spheres.
-low individuals choose which college or university to attend, if any,
lnd what informs and shapes their personal identities are greatly influ
:nced by perceived differences (assumed or otherwise) between public
Ind private colleges and universities. The values ascribed to postse
ondary education as a whole, the range of options considered viable,
,nd institutional type preferences are framed by prospective students'
amilies and high schools .(McDonough, 1997). When students enter the
1I'0rld of work, commonsense understandings of private and public ed
[cation differences may indelibly impact a person's trajectory in the world
,f work. Countless college choice guides filling the self-help shelves of
ook stores and scattered throughout the World Wide Web alert stu
.e nts to the critical importance of what the name of their school of choice
ri.ll mean to others.

Iyths and Realities in the Public-Private Configuration
[ow a student's college choice will affect her/his life chances is just one
f the contours of popular and scholarly interest associated with the
ublic-private configuration of American postsecondary education.
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Though there are exceptions to every assumption and generalization,
the differences between myths and realities are debatable when it comes
to their political and personal sway_ This final section will briefly exa
mine a few widely held understandings related to the public-private di
mensions of American postsecondary education. Our purpose is not to
debunk myths or reify realities so much as to identify consistencies and
inconsistencies in the contemporary rhetoric.

MythlReality #1: The public- private configuration fosters compet
itiveness and experimentation in college and university organiza
tion and practice .
The extent to which innovation has been a hallmark of American post
secondary education is debatable. On the one hand, the overall size and
diversity of institutional types (including public and private sectors) is
breathtaking and can fairly be viewed as a result of the capacity of the
field to respond to various wants and needs. On the other hand, the
modes of instruction and basic organizational structures of colleges and
universities, public and private, allow for the college experience, as it
were, to be shared across multiple generations. As noted previously, it
is not uncommon for public institutions to make claims of being like a
private institution and, increasingly, private institutions are making
claims of their value to the public as a means for soliciting financial
support. In this sense, the public-private configuration creates a useful
tension. Yet this tension can also provide for stagnation or trepidation.
"An innovation in a Ph.D. program, for example, might be rejected from
fear that it would hamper the university's comparative advantage (Vey
sey, 1970:330)." In the postsecondary education marketplace, both pri
vate and public institutions adhere to the same essential norms of what
it means to be a college or university .

MythJReality #2: The existence of private institutions in addition
to public institutions makes postsecondary education cheaper for
the government.
An oft-expressed virtue of having such a strong private sector of post
secondary education in the U.S. is the amount of money it saves the
government and its taxpayers. "By educating students who, in the ab
sence of this sector, would be enrolled at public expense at state-sup
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ported institutions, they save taxpayers more than $12 billion annually.
They contribute considerably to the quality, diversity, and competition
that have kept the United States preeminent in higher education" (Cal
lan, in Levine, 1993:13). The notion that private institutions save tax
payers money is dubious, of course, because it rests upon the assump
tion that in the absence of private institutions, the gap would be made
up by state institutions. One can just as easily imagine a less populated
public system of higher education if private institutions had never been
established or if they somehow disappeared. Nevertheless -and regard
less of any evaluations of preeminence, we should add- the contribu
tions of private postsecondary institutions in the U.S. have been consid
erable with respect to increased access to postsecondary education.
MythfReality #3: Public and private colleges and universities make
discrepant contributions to the public good of postsecondary
education.
A number of references to the "market" of postsecondary education have
been made and it deserves special consideration in light of this exami
nation of the public-private configuration of American postsecondary
education. Our use of the term has been intended to imply that colleges
and universities have always been creatures of the marketplace and as
such, the concept is neither positive nor negative. Others have become
increasingly concerned, however, with what they see as the dangers of
the market vis-a-vis institutions of higher learning:
"Still, embedded in the very idea of the university -not the story
book idea, but the university at its truest and best- are values that
the market does not honor: the belief in a community of scholars
and not a confederacy of self-seekers; in the idea of openness and
not ownership; in the professor as a pursuer of truth and not an
entrepreneur; in the student as an acolyte whose preferences are
to be formed, not a consumer whose preferences are to be satis
fied" (Kirp, 2003:7).
State funding of higher education has declined significantly in recent
years, prompting some to make claims related to the decline of postse
condary education as a public good. We revere the diversity of the pu
blic-private configuration and are alarmed with the lines blurring. The
distinctions have never been dear cut, yet we appear to be approaching
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a critical juncture with respect to the evolving balancing act of the pu
blic-private configuration in postsecondary education. If our public in
stitutions become more private (or more "privatized," another phenom
enon worth noting) will they cease to be public goods? Have we really
not considered private institutions as contributors to the public good?
There is much to explore in this emerging dialogue.

Final Note: Opportunities and Challenges in the Public-Private
Configuration
Throughout the past 200 years, the public-private configuration of
American postsecondary education has provided myriad opportunities
and challenges to the ultimate agenda of providing access to and excel
lence in colleges and universities. As this configuration continues to
unfold, we have the continuing challenge and opportunity to (re)interpret
its meanings and effects and, in so doing, to enrich contemporary and
future scholarly and policy dialogue on the subject.
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npWTOV, EV10xUEl lTJv ovraYWVIOTIKOlTJTa Kat TOV 11ElpajlOTIOjlO jlETa~U TWV KOMylWV
Kat TWV lTaVrnIOTljjl(WV. 0 avroYWVl<JjlOC; OljI100(OU Kat 10lWTlKOU opa OljjlIOUPYIKO, uno

The Role of the Private Universities
in Turkish Higher Education System
in 2000s

lTJV (VVOlO on 011l110upyd jlla <<XPt]011111 EvrOO!]» lTOU Evr011((ETat 0Tll OUVEIOllT0110iljO!] lTJ<;
lTIBaVOlTJTac; am~AElae; TOU OUYKplTlKOU nA£ovEKTTjI1OTOC; £Voe; IOpullaTOe;.
~EUU:pOV, unOOTllpi(ETatOTII'\ UTTOp~lj 10lWTtKWV 10PUIlOTWV KaVEllTJ IlETal)rUT£po~aB
Ina EKTToiowOl'\ 41Bljvon:pTJ Yla TI'\V KU~EPV!]OI'\: H ovr(ATJ~1'\ aUTt] OTllP(lj:rat OTllV TTopa
Oom OTt 11 onoua(a TWV 10lwnKWV lopujlorwv Ba dXE we; alTOTo..EOl1a TTJV KaAU~lj TOU
OXETIKOU KEVOU ana 011110010 IOPUI10TO, apa Kat OU~11IlEVES oonaVES on6 TI'J l1£pla rou
KpaTOUS. H ovrlATJ+1'\ aUrrJ OE <pOrVETOI 0l1wS VOAal1PavEI UTTOtjJl'J lTJ OUVOTOlTJTO VO
XEI tvo Alyon:po rroAunAI'\Bt<; OUOTlll10 aVWTOlTJS £KTTOfOEUO!]C;. navrwc;, aUTO 110U IlnopEi

irfan Erdogan II

IlE ao41aAtla va urroOTllP(~EI KavEfc; ErVal on Ta 10lwTlKa 10PUI1OTO £xouv OUOIOOTIKt] ou
vEla410pa OTllV Olj~ljO!] lTJS npoa~oO!]c; OTllv OVWTOTI'J EKTToiowO!].
Tp(1ov, 0PI0I1EVOI BEWPOUV on TO Ol'JlloOlO Kal TO 10lWTlKa KOAEyIO Kat rrOV£lTIOTt]l1 la
£XOUV ola41oponoll'Jl1£vl'\ ouvElo41opa OTO 011110010 oyoBolTJS IlETaOEUTEpoP6.Bl1lo<; EKTToi
OWO!]<;. YrrOlTJV EVVOlO aurrj, noMoi UTTOOTl'\pi(ouv on I'J I1£1WOI'\ TI'\e; ol'JlloOlac; xp1Waro 
OOlTJO!]<; lTJC; ovwTalTJ<; EKTTaiowO!]<; OuvotETat liE TljV napaKIlt] lTJ<; IlETOOEUTEpop6.Bjllac;
EKTTaioEUOI'\<; we; 011l100l0U ayallou. 'OjlW<; av TO 01'J1l00l0 10pUjlaTa yivouv TTEPIOOOU:pO
«IOIWTlK6.», Ba n6.+£1 TO npoocpEpOIlEVO oyallo va dvat0I'JIlOOlO; AE BEWPOUI1E OTI TO 101W
nKa 10pUjlOTa cruVEIOcpEPOUV Kl aUTa OTO KOIVO KaA6; Ynapxouv noMa rrapOjlolo (I'\rrJjla
TO

As SiRACT

TTOU rrpmEI va OIEPEUVl'Jllouv OTOV rnlKElIlEVO OI6.XOYO.

At the base of Turkish higher education system lies the establishment of the army-foun
ded schools in 1770s. In 1863 the first university called Dariilfunun was founded. Since
then the higher education system in Turkey has been reformed for several times. In near
ly all of the refrom attempts the basic aim has been to meet the needs of the country and
increasing demand for higher education.
Recently, a rapid increase in the number of private universities throughout the coun
try is clearly visible. Today, the number of these private universities accounts for 23 of76
universities. The enrollment in these private universities accounts for 6.2 percent of all
students in higher education. The number of faculties in these universities accounts for
6.6 percent of all faculties in all universities. Most of these private un iversities are located
in tstanbul, Ankara and tzmir, and the instruction in these universities is implemented in
a foreign language. Expansion of the private universities can contribute to increase the
schooling rate, which is 18 percent now at the higher education level.
The point is that there has always been an effort to change universities in Turkey to
respond to the needs of the Turkish society, whereas universities generally have been in
stitutions that change society. Asuggestion for the private universities is that they should
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